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Youre not alone. Youll never be alone...
Left with nothing. Stripped of freedom.
Facing his own mortality, a man finds
himself in a refugee camp on an alien
world, reflecting on the choices that had
brought him there as he acclimates to his
new life. Betrayed by his country, cut off
from everyone he held dear, he is left
praying to a God in whom he no longer
believes. As the harsh reality of the prison
settles in, it becomes evident there is more
at work than what is apparent. Struggling
to decide between redemption and revenge,
he clings to the remnants of his humanity
through the very memories that haunt him.
While reliving the past, events in the
present become eerily familiar, leaving him
to wonder if the past truly does repeat
itself, and how his choices the second time
around can change the consequences.
Mixing philosophy and religion in a world
of science fiction and mystery, RIGHTS
delves into the deeper questions through
the thoughts of a man who has lost his very
soul.
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What is right? definition and meaning - Works to promote and protect fundamental international human rights. Bill
of Rights - Bill of Rights Institute Southern Center for Human Rights Rights are divided into two main categories:
(A) Liberty: right to something a right-holder cannot be prevented from, such as to speak freely or follow a particular
OHCHR International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights Universal Declaration of Human Rights United
Nations The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) (text) is a declaration adopted by the United Nations
General Assembly on 10 December 1948 at the Palais Rights - Wikipedia The Universal Declaration of Human Rights
(UDHR) is a milestone document in the history of human rights. Drafted by representatives with different legal and
Open Rights Group Organization to protect rights of people around the world, to bring offenders to justice, prevent
discrimination, uphold political freedom and to protect people from Human rights - Wikipedia Join us in promoting
the rights of people with disabilities and building a more accessible, more inclusive community. Universal Declaration
of Human Rights - Wikipedia Recognizing that these rights derive from the inherent dignity of the human person,.
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Recognizing that, in accordance with the Universal Declaration of Human Human Rights Code - Ontario Human
Rights Commission 1 day ago John Fisher, Geneva director of Human Rights Watch (HRW), describes the invitation
as an uncritical embrace and entirely inappropriate. Bill of Rights Constitution US Law LII / Legal Information
Institute Ontarios Human Rights Code, the first in Canada, was enacted in 1962. The Code prohibits actions that
discriminate against people based on a protected Images for Rights Find out more about the history of Civil Rights
Movement, including videos, interesting articles, pictures, historical features and more. Get all the facts on Right
Definition of Right by Merriam-Webster Advocacy group created to address human rights concerns in the southeast,
particularly surrounding improper incarceration and capital punishment. Contains OHCHR Human Rights Committee
The Committee on the Rights of the Child (CRC) is the body of 18 Independent experts that monitors implementation of
the Convention on the Rights of the Child Human Rights First American ideals. Universal values. Civil Rights
Movement - Black History - We are all equally entitled to our human rights without discrimination. These rights are
all interrelated, interdependent and indivisible. Universal human rights Why the UN is wary of the US position on
human rights - BBC News The Bill of Rights is a list of limits on government power. For example, what the Founders
saw as the natural right of individuals to speak and worship freely was OHCHR What are Human Rights Independent
statutory body established to help eliminate discrimination, reduce inequality, protect human rights and to build good
relations, and to ensure that none Rights are legal, social, or ethical principles of freedom or entitlement that is, rights
are the fundamental normative rules about what is allowed of people or owed to people, according to some legal system,
social convention, or ethical theory. OHCHR Committee on the Rights of the Child First Amendment [Religion,
Speech, Press, Assembly, Petition (1791)] (see explanation)Second Amendment [Right to Bear Arms (1791)] (see
explanation)Third News for Rights Preserving and protecting your rights in a digital age. Human Rights Service Civil
and political rights are a class of rights that protect individuals freedom from infringement by governments, social
organizations, and private individuals. The Human Rights Act Equality and Human Rights Commission Womens
rights are the rights and entitlements claimed for women and girls worldwide, and formed the basis for the womens
rights movement in the nineteenth Equality and Human Rights Commission: Home Page Human rights are moral
principles or norms, which describe certain standards of human behaviour, and are regularly protected as legal rights in
municipal and international law. Human Rights Watch Defending Human Rights Worldwide Offers an overview of
the civil rights movement in exhibit form. Located in Memphis, Tennessee. Human Rights Day 10 December :
Background - the United Nations The Center for Civil and Human Rights connects the American Civil Rights
Movement to todays Global Human Rights Movements. Rated the #1 Museum in Disability Rights Australian
Human Rights Commission The Human Rights Act allows you to defend your rights in UK courts and ensures that
public organisations respect and protect your human rights. Womens rights - Wikipedia Malmo fikk nok en spiker i det
opplyste verdslige samfunnets likkiste nylig: Det despotiske regimet Qatar, styrt av samme ideologi som Saudi-Arabia,
har bladd National Civil Rights Museum At the Lorraine Motel Human Rights Day is observed every year on 10
December. It commemorates the day on which, in 1948, the United Nations General Assembly adopted the
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